Religious Education Homework Grade 6-8

Over the next few weeks, students will be watching, listening and reading material on FORMED. To you have not yet signed up for FORMED, go to signup.formed.org, enter the parish zip code, select our parish, enter your name and email, and begin watching. Download the FORMED APP once registered. Search for FORMED by the Augustine Institute in the App store. Note for Parents: These links contain resources for a wide range of ages and may require some scrutiny for age appropriateness. Contact ParishCare for technical support: https://watch.formed.org/contact/support.

Week 1: Watch any 4 Cartoons found on this page https://watch.formed.org/kids-1

After you watch each cartoon, on a piece of paper to be turned in write the title of the cartoon and 5 ideas that you have learned from the video.

Week 2: Watch 1 movie suggested below.

Number your paper from 1-15. As you watch the movie, take notes. You should have at least 15 separate notes or points that clearly outline the events of the movie. Next, on the same paper, write a paragraph explaining what impacted you most about this movie.

Week 3: Watch 3 sessions of any 1 study listed below.

View the digital copy of the participant guide questions that go with each session of the study you have selected. Watch each episode of the study and answer the questions in the participant guide. Either print the participant guide questions or copy the questions onto another sheet of paper.
Week 4: Listen to 3 of the talks listed below.

Number your paper from 1-15 for each talk. As you listen, take notes. You should have at least 15 separate notes or points that clearly outline the flow of the talk. Next, on the same paper, write a paragraph for each talk explaining what impacted you most.

Week 5: Read 1 of the books listed below.

Number your paper from 1-20. As you read, take notes. You should have at least 20 separate notes or points that clearly outline the events of the book. Next, write a paragraph explaining what impacted you most about this book.